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Who is this guide for?
Do you want to reduce your monthly business utility bills? This guide is for businesses
of all sizes, who want to learn about the easy improvements that can be made to work
spaces. Whether you want to become more energy-efficient or are looking to save
money and energy at the same time, this do-it-yourself business energy audit can help.
In some cases, things can be rectified simply by communicating with employees
and altering the way you currently work. In other cases, it may require the repair or
replacement of certain items.
The checklist is split up into the main elements that comprise a business energy audit.
You can choose which sections of this template, and which checks within them, apply
to your organisation.

What is a Business Energy Audit?
A business energy audit is an assessment of your business that shows your energy
usage and reveals where you can make improvements in energy efficiency. A business
energy audit will show you how much energy you use every day and how to prevent
wasting energy and money in the future. It will also assess and improve any health and
safety problems that may exist.

How can I use this guide?
This guide will help you conduct an energy audit on your business. On the next page is
a simple to follow checklist that will show you what to look out for in your work space.
You can do it section by section or all at once.
Simply tick off the action when you have completed it to start saving energy today!

We also have tips and tricks to make the process easier and the issues more identifiable.
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Do-it-yourself business energy audit checklist
Follow this simple checklist below to assess your workspace for energy loses and where you can be
saving energy and money!

1. Air Conditioning Systems & Equipment
Did you know that your cooling system drives the biggest proportion of your electricity bill?
That’s why it’s the top focus of our DIY energy audit.

TOP TIP
Never use regular duct tape
to repair holes in your duct work.
The adhesive used in general purpose
duct tape is not built to withstand
the hot and cold temperatures and
moisture of an air conditioning system.

Is my equipment checked annually by a professional and am I up-to-date with checks?
Is my equipment more than 15 years old?
Is my ductwork efficient or is it leaking? Check your ductwork for dirt streaks,
especially near seams. These indicate air leaks, and they should be sealed with a duct sealant.
Do my air filters need cleaning? These should be changed every 3 months or more often
based on manufacturer’s recommendations.
Is my ventilation fan properly maintained and cleaned?
Am I keeping my doors and windows closed
when the air-conditioning is on?
Is my thermostat set too low?
Can you put your thermostat up a few degrees especially when the premises is not occupied?
This could save a substantial amount on your monthly bills.

Have timers been set to match business hours?
Are unoccupied areas being unnecessarily cooled?
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2. Insulation
The next biggest opportunity for your business energy audit is air leaks. Stopping air leaks can also have
substantial ongoing savings,
Are there any leaks coming from windows, doors or other openings?
Do you have loading areas with doors left open for vehicle access?
Do all doors close quickly?
Is space used in an efficient manner?
Air leaks can greatly impact your businesses energy efficiency and increase your utility bill. Air leaks can
carry hot humid outdoor air into your work space. During this part of the business energy audit, you’ll be
looking for gaps, or feeling for air flow where there shouldn’t be any. Here are places to check:
Baseboards and edge of flooring
(look for gaps)

Windows and doors (look for gaps)

Electrical outlets and light switches
(feel for air flow)

Recessed lights (feel for air flow)

How will you know if you have an air leak? Here are a few ways to find out:
Hand Test. Hold your hand up to the area you are checking. If you have an air leak, you will feel air
coming through the affected area.
Dollar Bill Test. Test your door and window seals with the dollar bill test.
Shut a door or window on a dollar bill. If you can easily pull the dollar bill out,
you’re losing energy.
Is my attic hatch insulated along with the whole attic?
TOP TIP
Check for leakage
on a windy day by
placing your hand in font
of doors, windows, and
other potential leakage
spots. Dampening your
hand will help you feel the
airflow better.
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3. Lighting
Do I have inefficient light bulbs?
Can I easily replace them with LED bulbs?
Are any areas of the workspace unused and lit up?
Can these lights be switched off?
Does my lighting have sensors, dimmers or timers
to reduce light use and am I using this efficiently?
Am I using external lighting systems efficiently?
Are manual switches accessible and labelled clearly?
Do employees know which switches control which lights?
Does my organisation have a switch-off policy?

Top tip: LED bulbs use a fraction of the energy that traditional bulbs use.
Plus they last a lot longer!

4. Staff Awareness
Do I have prominent guidance in place that reminds employees of best practice? Can I create a
staff energy guide?
Is energy efficiency awareness a part of employee onboarding process?
How often do employees take the stairs as opposed to the office’s lift?
Are there posters/guidance displayed to remind staff of good practice?
Do employees know to switch lights off in rooms that are not in use?
Is equipment clearly labelled so that employees know how to operate
energy saving features in the appropriate manner?

Top tip: Providing staff incentive schemes around energy efficiency is a good way to
gain buy-in and educate your staff.
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5. Office equipment
Is all equipment as new and energy efficient as
possible? If not, what can be replaced in budget?
Are photocopiers placed in well-ventilated areas?
Can these be easily moved if not?
Does all IT equipment have energy saving
features enabled?
Are employees over-filling kettles when
they make hot drinks?
Is refrigeration equipment properly used
and placed in a cool environment?
Have lifts been accessed by an expert?
Are vending machines and coolers
fitted with timers?

Top tip: If you use power strips for your appliances (e.g. computers) you can unplug everything
at once saving time and money.

6. Water Heating
What is the temperature set at on my water heater?
Setting it to 120 degrees F can save money.
How old is my water heating system?
Does it need replacing?
Is my water heater insulated?
Can I wrap it in an insulation blanket to retain energy?

Top tip: To save energy and
money, you can install heat
traps and insulation blankets if
your water heater is more than
15 years old.
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7. Windows & Doors
Are there any gaps/cracks around windows and doors? Gaps around windows and doors are a
major factor in energy loss and can be easily solved by installing seals which can be obtained
from local homeware stores.
Are office windows tinted to stop heat from the sun getting in? If not, can I keep my blinds or
curtains closed during the day to stop heat from the sun impacting the air conditioning?
Do I keep my windows and doors shut so that the air conditioning isn’t impacted?
Is the sealant still intact around windows?

TOP TIP

Keep your shades
or blinds closed
during the day to stop
the heat from the
Cayman sun heating
your workspace.

Business energy saving tips and tricks
1.

Switch off your devices over night.

2. Provide training on energy-efficiency for your staff.
3. Check for leakage on a windy day by placing hand in font of leakage spots. Dampening your hand
will help you feel the airflow better.
4. When looking for leakage look for leaks in the building enclosure, check exterior walls, ceilings and
floors.
5. Avoid using the printer unnecessarily and become more paperless.
6. When examining doors check for cracked or missing weather-stripping at the top of doors. Door
thresholds are most common area for leakage.
7.

Look for any broken latches, cracked window panes or any weather-stripping. Where the glass
meets the frame is common for windows leakage.

8. You can check for insulation by looking inside wall cavities behind outlet or switch covers.
9. Make the most of natural lighting coming into your office.
10. Develop an action plan for your business and provide calculations to estimate the potential savings.
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Once you’ve gone through the Energy Cayman do-it-yourself business energy audit, you should have a
pretty good idea of how efficiently your work space is running and in what areas it could be improved.
After you know where your business is losing energy, make a plan by asking yourself a few questions:
How much money do you spend on energy?
Where are your greatest energy losses and
what can you do about them?
How long will it take for an investment in
energy efficiency to pay for itself in energy
cost savings?

Can you do the job yourself or do you
need a contractor?
What is your budget?
How much time do you have for
maintenance and repairs?

Remember to keep an eye on your monthly utility bills to make sure your efforts are effective, and
don’t be discouraged if you discover you’re only saving a little each month at first. Savings will soon
add up.

Want to know more?
This business energy audit has been designed by Energy Cayman, the Ministry of Commerce, Planning
and Infrastructure’s 12-month public education campaign to embed energy efficient knowledge
and good practice into the Cayman community. This has been launched to meet the goals in the
Government’s National Energy Policy, which includes 70% of electricity generation from renewable
sources by 2037.

Want to know more about energy efficiency and how the Cayman Islands
Government can help you become energy efficient. Follow us on Facebook or
Instagram at Energy Cayman or visit www.energy.gov.ky and subscribe to our
mailing list. You can even ask us questions about what we can do for you by
messaging us on our Facebook page Energy Cayman.

